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Foreword

“Hooch” takes place nearly a century ago, but the conflicts in the story are very much alive
today. Kenny Rascoe loves and respects his uncle Raymond, but is intrigued by the excitement
around the outlaw lifestyle of Eddie Nickels, and the awe in which his classmates seem to
hold Eddie. Responsibility can seem boring by contrast, and it certainly seems to be harder
work.

“Hooch” also raises the question of whether you need to obey a law you don’t agree with. Ray-
mond notes that a Constitutional Amendment requires a great deal of agreement on the part
of the American people, but the pro-liquor lobbies made a large investment in painting Pro-
hibition as a law that nobody wanted. Newspapers of the time were full of competing statistics,
with one side showing proof that the new law had reduced social problems and the other side
showing equally convincing statistics to prove just the opposite.

Law enforcement was often left in a difficult position. At the beginning, local agencies were
expected to enforce the law but were provided no resources by the federal government to as-
sist. Even with the addition of border patrol and customs officers, and an expanded role by
the state police, it was hard for the legal system to deal with a law that was flouted by promi-
nent members of society and in a political world where the strength of support for enforcement
changed with each election.

My own interest in the story began when I read of a high school history class that threw a
party where students dressed up as “gangsters” and “flappers” as part of their study of the
period. 

It seemed odd that a school with a zero-tolerance rule on drugs would make romantic heroes
of thugs and criminals who sold illegal intoxicants. It made me pay more attention to how the
period is portrayed, and it seemed to me that a more balanced portrayal of a difficult period
would be valuable.

This story is fiction based on the history of northeastern New York. I chose common names of
that time and place, but all the characters and events are fictional. However, the events and is-
sues are historically accurate, and the incident that occurs with Raymond at the end is very
much based on a true event that involved a customs officer from Altona named Ansell Molleur,
who was not as lucky as the fictional Raymond Rascoe.
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Using this guide

Suggestion: Have students clip each chapter of the reading serial and create a book to help
them review plot and character development.

All questions and writing prompts are intended for modification and adaptation to your
classroom and ability levels. Let them be fun!

The graphic organizers can be used with multiple chapters.

Each chapter includes questions for literal and inferential meaning to guide discussion
and measure comprehension.

The prompts in the “In your own words” section can serve to suggest discussion topics, jour-
nal entries or writing exercises.

In the News activities are suggested to draw contemporary parallels and to help students
develop critical analysis skills. They can be used with the print, on-line or e-edition version of
your newspapers.

Quotes from primary documents provide background information and historical references
and may also be jumping off points for independent research.

Resources for teachers include websites to support teaching. You can use these as back-
grounders on your own or to help create SmartBoard and similar layouts to use as teaching aids.

The standards checklist serves as a document to record the standards met throughout the
unit. By noting when you have applied a particular standard, you can track the balance of your
emphasis on the many ways in which standards can be applied throughout this story and guide.

Have a (virtual) author visit in your classroom!

You and your students are invited to ask questions and join the discussion, chapter by chapter,
at a blog for the story: http://www.weeklystorybook.com/hooch This gives you a chance to
meet the author without having to fundraise or write grants to have me visit your school. I’m
happy to take questions and I love to get feedback from my readers. 

(All comments received are reviewed before they are posted on the blog to make sure they are
appropriate. But I only edit to eliminate spam and inappropriate comments – grammar and
spelling have to be checked at your end. It’s a good way for kids to learn to self-edit before hitting
the ‘send’ button!)

And if you would like to set up a Skype interview, email me at author@teachup.com and we
can talk about holding a live on-line presentation for your students. It’s a great way to have
a fun conversation!

Please take advantage of these opportunities!
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Sources and resources:
Many of the minor resources used in researching this story will be discussed in the guide
for the various chapters in which they are most relevant. However, there was one book and
one experience that provided much of the background:

Allan Everest’s 1978 book, “Rum Across The Border: The Prohibition Era in Northern New
York” (Syracuse University Press) is an informal but fact-packed look at the time that in-
cludes interviews with a few of the local figures on both sides of the law. It’s out of print
and I needed an inter-library loan to find it, but it was a quick and entertaining overview of
the time.

The experience was that of compiling “Lookback,” the 25-50-75-100 Years Ago feature in
the Press-Republican of Plattsburgh, from 1993 to 1999. That means that I looked through
every paper for the years 1918 to 1924 in the course of preparing the 75 Years Ago section,
which gave me a very good sense of how the lead-up to and the early years of Prohibition
were seen in the community in which Hooch is set. I cannot overstate how important origi-
nal sources like archival newspapers are in understanding history; the immediacy of news-
paper coverage provides a view not only of what happened but of how it impacted the
community and how people responded to it. Remember that libraries have these archives that
would be of immeasurable help in teaching your children the living nature of history.

Map of Northeastern New York
This is a very basic map, with the towns mentioned in the story and some of the major
roads that criss-cross this often heavily-wooded area. There are other important towns in
the area, most of them larger than little Altona, but we didn’t want the map to become too
complex. A look at an atlas will show how many small towns there are in the area, as well
as the proximity of Canada that made smuggling liquor so simple. 

The Rascoe Family Tree
You and your students may find it helpful to keep track of the fictional Rascoe family with the
family tree provided here. You’ll meet most of the characters in the second chapter, and this
might also be a good time to talk about families and lineage, although you will, of course,
want to be sensitive to the number of students whose lives may not fit into a neat chart like
this one.
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Newspaper Vocabulary

Front page

Typically the front page covers the most important news. The decision of what to put on
Page One is made during meetings. The most important news is located above the fold in
broadsheet newspapers (papers that are folded horizontally).The front page of a newspaper
contains information such as the name of the paper, its year of origin, the date and often an
index.

Classified Advertisements

These ads are within the classified section and are listed by categories (classifications)
such as homes for sales, automobiles, help wanted, lost and found, etc. They are brief and
contain information such as telephone numbers, cost, salary, etc.

Editorial Page
An editorial page usually contains an editorial and an editorial cartoon.

Editorial
Editorials are written using fact and opinion. They represent the view of an editorial board

rather than one person and provide commentary and opinion on issues, debates and events.
Editorials appear on the editorial page, but, unlike columns, do not give the writer’s name,
because they represent the entire newspaper and not just one person.

Editorials have several functions:
(1) To interpret (3) To praise or commend
(2) To influence action (4) To entertain
Editorials often use persuasive writing to convince others to adopt a view or belief. Persua-

sive writing often involves three basic steps. First, the opinion must be stated. Second, the
opinion needs to be supported with convincing reasons and concrete evidence. Third, the
body of the argument should end with a conclusion which can be a prediction, a summary,
or a call to action.

Good editorials:
* Get to the point quickly

* Reflect logic
* Make the reader think

* Use plain language
* Use anecdotes, examples, statistics, and facts to support their argument

Editorial/Political Cartoons — Editorial cartoons are graphic illustrations that provide
commentary on an issue through the use of elements such as symbols.

Web Site Resource

http://nieonline.com/aaec/cftc.cfm
This site offers lesson plans for using editorial and political cartoons as teaching tools.

Display/Retail Advertisements

These are ads for goods and services. They are located throughout the newspaper. These
advertisements contain pertinent information such as telephone numbers, store hours, sale
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prices and location of the business or organization. Ads may contain graphic illustrations
and/or photographs. They vary in size and shape.

Sports Section

Usually the sports stories found in this section are written using descriptive language and
literary styles such as simile, metaphors, etc.

Opinion Columns

Opinion columns are written by individuals and may not necessarily represent the views
of the editorial board. The opinions expressed in the columns are those of the individual col-
umn writer.

Feature Writing

Feature articles are written pieces that are not considered hard news. They may be timely
if written as a review or highlighting an upcoming event or production but they are usually
stories that do not contain “breaking news.” Features stories are often human interest articles
and sometimes are strictly informational and process oriented. For example, a story about
home improvements may include a how-to section.

Headlines
Headlines tell what the story is about. They use big letters and just a few words so readers

can decide quickly if they are interested in the stories and want to read them.

Inverted Pyramid Writing Style
The inverted pyramid style of writing involves writing the most essential details and infor-

mation at the top and less important details in later paragraphs.The questions answered are
often referred to as the 5 W’s and How — what, who, when, where, why and how.

Obituaries
An obituary is a notice placed by a funeral home to announce someone’s death. Until re-

cently, obituaries were considered news and, at most newspapers, subject to the same rules
as any news stories. Each newspaper had its own style (rules) about things like what terms
could be used, how many surviving relatives could be listed and whether or not hobbies and
interests could be mentioned. Today, many papers consider obituaries a type of ad. Families
pay to have obits in the paper, but, in return, they can make them much more personal than
in the days when they were “news items.”

Newspaper Background Information

Here are two sites with lesson plans for teaching about and with newspapers.

http://www.frankwbaker.com/messages_and_meanings.htm

http://www.educationworld.com/a_lesson/lesson/lesson139.shtml
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Literature Circles
Although literature circles are built around student-selection of reading materials, teachers

can use the principles and modify for use with one particular piece of literature. This reading
serial lends itself to discussion using many of the strategies employed in literature circles.

For each chapter, have students discuss the text in small groups. Assign or allow students
to designate a role to each member of the group:

Illustrator: Illustrate a significant scene or idea from the reading.

Vocabulary Master: Selects words in the text that are interesting, unfamiliar, or unusual.
This person uses the dictionary to define.

Connector: Finds connections between the reading material and something outside of the
text, such as personal experience, a different work of literature, something in the news, or a
topic from another discipline.

Literary Summarizer: Summaries the events, main ideas and plot development of the
chapter.

Discussion Recorder: Records questions from the group about the text. Records interest-
ing passages or quotes from the text and comments from the group.

After small meeting groups have had a chance to meet, the information can be discussed
in a whole group setting.

If you use this strategy, over time all students will have the opportunity to fulfill each of
the roles. 

Eventually, the process becomes natural and the designation of roles is no longer necessary.

The role of the teacher is mostly of facilitator who monitors group progress and engagement
in the task.

The use of literature circles is an effective strategy to help ESL students and reluctant
readers.

Web Site Resource
http://www.edutopia.org/literature-circles

This article, from the George Lucas Foundation, discusses using 
literature circles in other middle school subject areas and provides

tips as well as discussion of how circles expand learning.
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Chapter One:Chapter One:

Town BoysTown Boys

Vocabulary
Knowing what these words mean will help

you enjoy the chapter

customs  bootlegger  rumrunner hooch

Prohibition  milking parlor  influenza

Facts and Details: Literal Meaning

1. What does Kenny’s uncle Raymond do for a living?

2. What makes Kenny different from the kids he thinks of as “town boys?”

3. What does the slang term “hooch” mean?

4. What time of year is it?

5. Why doesn’t Kenny fight the bullies?

What’s Going On? Reading Comprehension

1. How does Frank know about a crime that just happened the night before? 

2. What is the attitude of the town boys towards enforcement of the Prohibition law?

3. Besides Prohibition, what other clue tells you the years in which “Hooch” is set?

4. What did the teacher mean when he said a boy who pitches pennies shouldn’t pick

on a boy who pitches hay?

5. What happened to Kenny’s parents?

In your own words...

Kenny lives with his grandparents, whom he calls “Mémé” (memmay) and “Pépé” (peppay), 
because his family is French-Canadian. What are some names for grandparents you 

have heard that come from other languages and cultures or other parts of the 
country? What would you want your grandchildren to call you?



The Culture of Place

Northeastern New York has a
very strong French-Canadian in-
fluence and, until the advent of
television, there were always a
number of new children who ar-
rived at school each year speak-
ing only French.

As we will see in the next
chapter, there was some friction
between the French and Eng-
lish-speaking populations, and there was an active
“Jean le Baptiste Society” formed in Plattsburgh to
preserve and defend French culture.

But much of the time, as with Spanish on our oppo-
site border, the presence of a second language was ac-
cepted as normal, though it was also assumed that
English was the default and that French was that
“second language.”

The name “Kenneth” began to emerge in the area
around the time Kenny was born, but traditional
French names were more common. He calls his grand-
parents “Mémé” and “Pépé,” familiar French terms
that are still in use in the area today. 

No knowledge of French is needed to appreciate
“Hooch,” but it will provide a sense of place if names
like Raymond, Hélène and Iréne are pronounced in
the French style: RAY-mone, AY-lenn and EER-enn.
“Mémé” and “Pépé” are memm-AY and pepp-AY.

It is quite common in Northeastern New York for
French surnames to have been Anglicized, as “Racicot”
became “Rascoe,” and as the “Asseline” family would
one day produce a bully named Frank “Ashline.”
There was no Ellis Island there, and immigration in
the years before the Civil War tended to be a fairly in-
formal process, but since what documentation existed
was filtered through the English-speaking culture, it
was inevitable that names would be changed by people
whose level of literacy was often not much higher than
that of the farmers and loggers whose births, deaths
and marriages they were recording.

In the News
Instead of bullying, let’s talk about

the opposite: Look through today’s
newspaper for examples of people
going out of their way to be kind to
people who are different, who are
new or who just might need a kind
word to help them get by.

Facts and Details

1. He’s a customs officer.
2. He lives on a farm.
3. liquor
4. Spring (almost summer)
5. He’d get in trouble and his uncle told him not to.

Reading Comprehension

1. He probably knows the people who did it.
2. They make jokes about it.
3. The president’s picture is of Calvin Coolidge.
4. Kenny is in much better physical condition than
Frank.
5. His father was killed in World War I and his
mother died in the influenza epidemic.

Answer Key

Bullied kids aren’t always weaklings

There is a stereotype of bullying that
says bullies are strong and their victims
are weak. But in this story, although
Kenny is bullied by Frank Ashline and the
town boys, he’s no weakling. Years of farm
work have made him stronger than the
town boys, but that doesn’t mean he can’t
be made to feel bad. 

Kenny even beat Frank up one time,
but, once he knew Kenny wasn’t allowed
to fight again, Frank kept on bullying him.

Bullies aren’t always tough guys, their
victims aren’t always weak, and violence
doesn’t always solve the problem.

(“Pitching pennies” is a gambling game
where each person tosses a coin so that it
hits a wall and bounces back to the side-
walk. The one whose coin lands closest to
the wall gets to keep all the coins.)

Students can comment on the story or talk to the author at www.weeklystorybook.com/hooch 9
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Chapter Two:Chapter Two:

The RoadsterThe Roadster

Vocabulary
Knowing what these words mean will help you enjoy the chapter

roadster   oxen  sugaring  runningboard   burlap

Facts and Details: Literal Meaning

1. What language does the Rascoe family speak at home?

2. What grade did Uncle Martin finish before he left school?

3. What chore is Pépé planning for the week?

4. What treat does Kenny promise the first of his cousins who can find him?

5. Why can’t Kenny hide in the back seat of Uncle George’s roadster?

What’s Going On? Reading Comprehension

1. Why is Martin unhappy about his experience in school?

2. What goal does the Rascoe family want for Kenny to reach?

3. Why do the Rascoes need to get their wood cut soon?

4. What did Martin mean when he made a joke about George crossing the border?

In your own words...

When Martin said “Easy to get back and forth across that border, is it, George?” 
there were different reactions from different family members. What were 

those reactions, and why do you think each person reacted 
the way he or she did?



Educational Attainment
“(H)e’s going to graduate from eighth grade and then

from high school, too. That’s so, isn’t it, my boy?”

“First in the family!” said Mémé

In 1924, the Rascoes were not the only family looking
forward to having their first high school graduate. The
period between 1910 and 1940 is known as “the high
school movement,” and during those three decades,
high school enrollment went from 18 percent to 71
percent of appropriate-age kids. Graduation rate went
from 9 to 51 percent.

By 1918, all 48 states had a compulsory education
law, though they varied significantly. But, at 14 and with six years of school behind him, Kenny would
be legally able to drop out of school, while he might have left earlier because of exemptions for working
children with permits. Farm kids were particularly apt to leave school early, and it’s not at all surprising
that the adults in the Rascoe family ended their education at eighth grade: A “grammar school education”
was sufficient for the simple math and technical skills required on that era’s farms. (But we’ll see in the
next chapter that Paul gets extra work as a bookkeeper. Many of those eighth-grade graduates had a solid
grasp of basics.)

In 1920, about 62 percent of kids were in high school, a figure that rose to 73 percent by 1930. But it’s
important to realize that, in 1920, only 13.5% of people had completed four years of high school and
only 3.3 percent had completed four years of college. By 2000, those numbers were 84.1 percent and
25.6 percent respectively. In other words, more than twice as many people today have college educations
as had high school educations in Kenny’s time.

For a table of historic education attainment rates: http://www.census.gov/statab/hist/HS-22.pdf

In the News
“Status symbols”

Kenny’s uncle George has a very flashy car, and
now Kenny has an idea of how he was able to af-
ford it. Look through today’s newspaper to find
examples of “status symbols” - things that peo-
ple buy to make themselves seem more impres-
sive to others. Can you find examples of other
ways that people do things to impress other
people? 

Divide the examples you’ve found into things
that you think are innocent fun and things that
you think are more about just plain showing off.

Juicy Fruit gum
Wrigley’s Spearmint gum 

Baby Ruth 
Hershey Bar

Good & Plenty 
Cracker Jack

Chase's Tween Meals
Tootsie Rolls

Candy Corn
Nik-L-Nips 

NECCO wafers
Hershey's Kisses

Life Savers
Goo Goo Clusters 

Godenberg's Peanut-Chews 
Mounds Bars 
Milky Way Bar 

Bit-O'Honey
Milk Duds
Heath Bars

Reese's Peanut Butter
Cups

Snickers Bar
Dubble Bubble bubble gum

Gummi Bears
Pez

Twizzlers
Conversation Hearts

Jujyfruits
Chuckles

Charleston Chew
Mr. Goodbar
Mike & Ike

Cherry Mash

Students can comment on the story or talk to the author at www.weeklystorybook.com/hooch 11

Facts and Details
1. French
2. Eighth
3. Woodcutting
4. Tootsie Roll
5. It’s full of bags full of beer bottles.

Reading Comprehension
1. The teachers wouldn’t let him speak his own lan-
guage.
2. Become the first in the family to graduate from high
school.
3. So it will be dry enough to burn by winter.
4. George goes back and forth to Canada smuggling
liquor.

Answer Key

Candy introduced between late 1800s and 1920

source: http://www.foodtimeline.org/foodcandy.html
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ChapterChapter

Three:Three:

The StupidThe Stupid

LawLaw

Vocabulary
Knowing what these words mean will help

you enjoy the chapter

temperance  bookkeeping

Facts and Details: Literal Meaning

1.  What did Raymond make for them to eat?

2.  What does Raymond do for a living?

3.  What makes Raymond say that people wanted the Prohibition law?

4.  What does Uncle Paul do to make extra money?

5.  What happened to Uncle Martin’s father?

What’s Going On? Reading Comprehension

1. When Kenny says to Raymond, “sometimes you have to arrest people we know,” who

is he thinking of?

2. Raymond says that Kenny’s grandfather’s grandfather came to America. What would

that person be to Kenny?

3. Why, in a conversation about Prohibition, does Raymond tell Kenny about Martin’s

father?

In your own words...

Kenny loves both of his uncles, but he knows that George is breaking the law and
that, if he told Raymond, that Raymond would have to arrest George. What

would you do if you were Kenny?



Answer Key

In the News

According to Raymond, before the law was
passed, the newspapers were full of columns in
favor of Prohibition, and three-quarters of the
states approved the new law. But now that they
have the law, Kenny says, people don’t like it and
they don’t want to obey it.

Look through the paper for stories about a problem you think could be
solved with a new law. How would you write the law so that people would
obey it? Would it be popular?

From the Plattsburgh
Sentinel

March 28, 1924

Household technology
Raymond’s apartment
has an icebox, and
that’s not the same
thing as a refrigerator.
An icebox was an in-
sulated cabinet with a
block of ice in one side
and food in the other.
Within a few years, re-
frigerators would start
to be common in the
United States, though
it might be another
decade or more before
a working-class bachelor like Raymond would buy one.

Throughout this story, we’ll see ways in which various new technolo-
gies are present or absent in a rural, blue-collar environment. Mémé
still uses a wood cookstove, and there is running water in the kitchen
but not a bathroom. Milking on their farm is still done by hand. And
while Pépé uses a tractor for many of his farm needs, Paul, an apple
farmer, brings over his oxen when it’s time for woodcutting. The oxen
likely also pull a wagon or sledge through the orchard when Paul is
picking apples. Even today, some loggers prefer horses or oxen to trac-
tors in the woods, because you don’t have to climb back up into the
seat, start them up and drive forward each time you finish in one area
and move slightly -- you simply turn to them and click until they follow!

Students can comment on the story or talk to the author at www.weeklystorybook.com/hooch

Facts and Details
1. Ham sandwiches
2. He’s a customs officer.
3. They made it an amendment to the Constitution.
People also wrote columns in favor of it for years.
4. He does bookkeeping for other apple growers.
5. He fell through the ice and drowned in the river.

Reading Comprehension
1. George
2. His Great-great-grandfather.
3. Martin’s father was an alchoholic and his problem
hurt his children.

(This entire article can be
seen on the Hooch blog)
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Chapter Four:Chapter Four:

The The 

Pierce ArrowPierce Arrow

Vocabulary
Knowing what these words mean will help you enjoy the chapter

touring car  manure  flapper  tap  limbing  sapling  

Facts and Details: Literal Meaning

1. Who came to the farm in the Pierce Arrow?

2. What was Kenny doing with Eddie arrived?

3. What were Pépé and the others using to haul firewood?

4. Who had Eddie come to see?

5. What did Eddie need to get from him?

What’s Going On? Reading Comprehension

1. Why are Pierce Arrows rare in Kenny’s part of the world?

2. Why does it say that the car, and the girl, looked like the ones in the magazines,

“except that they were in color”? 

3. Why does the girl giggle when Kenny says “everything else is outdoors”?

4. Why doesn’t Kenny want to let the others know that Eddie is there?

In your own words...

It’s not hard to tell that Eddie and his girlfriend are city people, but the story 
doesn’t actually say that. What are some clues that the author puts

in the story so that you know it without him having to say it?



Flappers
The “flapper” is one of the most

enduring media images of the Jazz
Age.

Women had just earned the right
to vote in 1920, but that was not
the only way in which women were
beginning to liberate themselves. 

The young women known as
“flappers” turned social convention
upside down, shortening not only
their hair but their skirts, driving
cars, smoking in public and using
slang with a joyful irreverence that shocked their parents and delighted the media. 

Of course, media images don’t always reflect all who followed the fashion, and
many “good girls” dressed, danced and spoke like flappers. A blockbuster film of
the era, “It” (1928) was about an attractive shopgirl whose romance with the rich
store manager was blocked by a false rumor that she had behaved immorally. 

Visit the Hooch blog to see a clip from the film, starring Clara Bow, whose beauty
and comedic charm made her the “It Girl” and the archetypical flapper.

Facts and Details
1. Eddie Nickels and his girlfriend
2. Splitting wood
3. a team of oxen
4. George
5. Beer

Reading Comprehension
1. Because they are very expensive and most people
there don’t have that much money.
2. Magazines didn’t have color pictures back
then(except on the cover)
3. They have an outhouse at the farm instead of a
bathroom with plumbing.
4. Eddie is a bootlegger and what George is doing is
illegal.

Answer Key

In the News

A lot of people knew about luxury cars like
the Pierce Arrow, but they were more familiar
with cars like the Ford that more people could
afford.

Some feature stories in the newspaper are
about exciting but expensive cars, vacation
places or clothing. It’s interesting to read
about and fun to dream about those things,
but they aren’t likely to show up in your yard
any more than a Pierce Arrow was likely to
show up at Pépé and Mémé’s.

Look for feature stories in today’s paper that
talk about clothes, cars, vacations and simi-
lar things. Classify each story as “realistic” or
“just dreaming.”

The Pierce Arrow

1922 Pierce Arrow

Students can comment on the story or talk to the author at www.weeklystorybook.com/hooch

Plattsburgh was a long
way from New York City,
but this Plattsburgh Daily
Press ad from 1924 shows
fashion had come north. 

The Pierce Arrow was a luxury automobile favored by
Presidents Taft and Wilson, and by celebrities like
Babe Ruth, Orville Wright and J.D. Rockefeller. 
The Pierce Arrow was made in Buffalo, and there is a
museum to the car there. For more, visit the Pierce
Arrow Society at http://www.pierce-arrow.org, which
is where we found this photo.
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Chapter Five:Chapter Five:

The GangsterThe Gangster

Facts and Details: Literal Meaning

1. Why is Kenny worried about talking to Raymond? 

2. Why did Eddie stop to talk to the boys? 

3. Where are Eddie and his girlfriend trying to go?

4. Why does Eddie ask Kenny if he’s busy the next weekend?

5. Why are the town boys surprised that Kenny knows Eddie?

What’s Going On? Reading Comprehension

1. Frank Ashline says, “Quite the brain!” and, a few minutes later, Eddie Nickels says, “Quite
the scholar!” Those two expressions mean the exact same thing. What is the difference be-
tween Frank saying it and Eddie saying it?

2. Why does Eddie lower his voice when he asks Kenny about working at the party?

3. Why does Kenny lie to the town boys about the way he met Eddie?

In your own words...

What do you think of the way the town boys react when they realize that Kenny knows
Eddie Nickels? Why are they so surprised, and how does it change the 

way they feel about Kenny? How would you feel if you were Kenny?

Vocabulary
Knowing what these words mean will help you enjoy the chapter

arithmetic  stoop  legitimate  



1920s slang
Some slang terms are fads, others stick around and become part of the lan-
guage. Eddie refers to Kenny as a “Joe Brooks,” which was a slang term in
the 1920s for a man who dressed very well. And Eddie’s girlfriend thinks he
looks “swell,” which was slang a century old before her day but had, by the
time our story takes place, become part of informal English. Here are some
slang terms popular in the 1920s. How many have survived to our day? 

Facts and Details
1. He got a C in arithmetic.
2. He was looking for directions.
3. The Hotel Champlain
4. He wants him to work at a party Eddie is having.
5. Eddie is a famous gangster.

Reading Comprehension
1. Frank is being sarcastic and trying to pick a fight.
Eddie is kind of kidding, but it’s in a friendly way.
2. He will probably have liquor there and maybe
some gangster friends and doesn’t want others to
know about it.
3. He doesn’t want them to know that George is a
bootlegger.

Answer Key

In the News

All the boys know who Eddie Nickels is, and
seem excited to see him in person. Find stories
in today’s paper about well-known people who
are exciting but who are not good role models.

Hero Worship?
Waxey Gordon (left) and
Frankie Yale (right) were
real people, violent thugs
whose activities were well
known to young boys of

the time. The issue of inappropriate role models is
key to this story and should be addressed.

Students can comment on the story or talk to the author at www.weeklystorybook.com/hooch

all wet: incorrect
And how!: I strongly agree!
applesauce: nonsense, i.e.. "Aw, ap-
plesauce!"
beat one's gums: idle chatter
bee's knee's: terrific
(the) berries: perfect
big cheese: important person
caper: a criminal act or robbery
cat's meow: great
cheaters: eye glasses
clam: a dollar
copacetic: excellent, all in order
don't take any wooden nickels: don't
do anything stupid
dry up: shut up, get lost
fire extinguisher: a chaperone
flat tire: a bore
flour lover: a girl with too much face
powder
get a wiggle on: get a move on
glad rags: fancy, stylish clothes
high hat: a snob
hip to the jive: cool, trendy
hooch: booze
icy mitt: rejection
iron one’s shoelaces: an excuse to
go to the restroom
Jalopy: a dumpy old car
joe: coffee
kale: money
know one's onions: to know what

one is talking about
live wire: a fun, exciting person
mazuma: money
nifty: great, excellent
on the level: legitimate, honest
piffle: baloney
pipe down: stop talking
prom-trotter: a student who attends
all school social functions
pos-i-tute-ly: affirmative
razz: to make fun of
Reuben: an unsophisticated country
bumpkin; also, "rube"
says you: a reaction of disbelief
simolean: a dollar
sinker: a doughnut
sitting pretty: in a prime position
smarty: a cute flapper
smudger: a close dancer
so's your old man: reply of irritation
speakeasy: bar selling illegal liquor
spoon: to neck, or talk of love
static: conflicting opinion
stilts: legs
stuck on: in love with
swanky: (1) good (2) elegant
take someone for a ride: to take
someone to a deserted location and
murder them
tasty: appealing
tight: attractive
tomato: an attractive female

torpedo: a hired thug or hitman
unreal: special
upchuck: to vomit
vamp: an aggressive flirt
water-proof: a face that doesn't re-
quire make-up
"What's eating you?": "What's
wrong?"
whoopee: wild fun
"You slay me!": "That's funny!"

In 1921, Rudolph Valentino became a

sensation with his portrayal of the title role

in “The Sheik.” (This poster is from the 1926

sequel, “The Son of the Sheik.”) The term

“sheik” quickly became a slang term for a

good looking guy with a lot of girlfriends.

from “The Internet Guide to Jazz Age Slang” (Caution: Other terms there are PG-13)
http://home.earthlink.net/~dlarkins/slang-pg.htm
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Chapter Six:Chapter Six:

TheThe

InvitationInvitation

Vocabulary
Knowing what these words mean will help you enjoy the chapter

trusses  mucking  dooryard  

Facts and Details: Literal Meaning

1. Where is George taking Kenny for the weekend?

2. What chore are they doing while they talk about their plans?

3. What does George tell Pépé he wants Kenny to help him with?

4. Besides cleaning the barn and milking parlor, what chore does Pépé say Kenny has

to finish before he can go?

What’s Going On? Reading Comprehension

1. Why does George say he’d call Eddie’s girlfriend any name she wants to be called?

2. Why does Eddie use a different last name instead of his own?

3. What does George think might happen if Raymond, Paul or Martin were around?

4. Why does Mémé need wood for her stove in the summertime?

In your own words...

Do you think Pépé knows that George is a bootlegger? 
Explain your reasons for feeling the way you do..



Facts and Details
1. To work at Eddie’s party
2. Hoeing corn.
3. Construction (putting trusses in place)
4. Splitting wood for Mémé’s stove.

Reading Comprehension
1. Eddie is dangerous. (He also is the boss.)
2. Gangsters often have nicknames, and also because
what he does is illegal.
3. They might know that he was taking Kenny to work
with bootleggers.
4. It’s a cookstove, not a stove for heating the house.

Answer Key

Jacks-of-all-trades
In this chapter, George, Pépé and Kenny are hoeing

corn, chopping the weeds from around the corn that will
feed their dairy herd. It’s very basic farm work that takes
little skill but has to be done.

But farmers have other tasks to do that are more com-
plex and require a great deal of experience and training.
Besides being able to spot and treat a sick animal before
its illness spreads to others, farmers must know how to
repair their tractors and other equipment, perform plumbing and simple electrical re-
pairs and mix feed according to the specific needs of their animals at a given time.

In Chapter One, a teacher remarked that farm work made Kenny strong. Today, there
is still a lot of physical work to keep farmers in good shape. But they must also be com-
puter literate and able to work with even more sophisticate machinery than in 1924.

Meanwhile, the idea of Kenny going up to Quebec to work construction would be
attractive to Pépé. Picking up carpentry skills would be useful for his future as a farmer.

Theda Bara

Eddie’s girlfriend goes by the name of
“Theda.” It’s an unusual name, a nick-
name for “Theodosia,” but not at all
unknown in
1924 - it was the
name of actress
Theda Bara, one
of the movie in-
dustry’s first sex
symbols, known
as “The Vamp.”

Theodosia Burr
Goodman was,
at one time, as
famous and pop-
ular as Charlie Chaplin, and, though
she had all but retired by 1924. her
name, and the term “vamp,” were still
associated with beauty and mystery.

In the News
Kenny has been working hard since
school got out. Here’s an ad from 1924
for something a hard-working person
might need. Find some ads in today’s
paper that would appeal to people who
do hard physical work.

Students can comment on the story or talk to the author at www.weeklystorybook.com/hooch

Trusses
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ChapterChapter

Seven:Seven:

The PartyThe Party

Vocabulary

Knowing what these words mean will help

you enjoy the chapter

French doors   Victrola  croquet  

Facts and Details: Literal Meaning

1. Why did Theda want Kenny to move the table?

2. What is a Victrola?

3. What were the men doing in the next room?

4. What did the Theda and her friends do the next day?

5. What did George and Kenny learn when they got back to the farm?

What’s Going On? Reading Comprehension

1. What two reasons make Kenny not want Theda to teach him to dance?

2. Why do the men start calling Kenny “Sheik”?

3. How do you know the men have a lot of money?

4. Why is it unusual for lights to be on at the farm?

In your own words...

Kenny got along well with Eddie and Theda’s friends, and he made a lot
of money. Eddie wants him to come back and work again the next
time there is a party. Pretend you are a friend of Kenny’s and write

him a letter telling him what you think he should do, and why.



Facts and Details
1. She wants room to dance.
2. A machine for playing music.
3. Playing poker
4. Played croquet and went swimming.
5. Raymond had been shot.

Reading Comprehension
1. He’s embarrassed by his clothes and he’s afraid
Eddie might get mad.
2. It’s a slang term for someone with a lot of girlfriends.
3. When the money is burned, they just keep playing.
4. Farmers usually go to bed early.

Answer Key

In the News

Cartoonist John
Held (1889-1958)
was one of the most
popular magazine
illustrators and
cartoonists of the
1920s, and his car-
toons helped define
the flapper.

Look at today’s
comics section and
find cartoons about current fashions
and fads. Which ones do you think are
fair? Which ones are unfair? Which ones
do you think are funny?

The Victrola

The Victrola was a
large step up from
the familiar record
player with an ex-
ternal horn that we
often associate with
old time music.

The Victor Talking
Machine Company
wanted the Victrola
to be more than a
record player. They
wanted it to also be a piece of good furniture
people would welcome in their living room.

Funny trivia: If someone was a chatterbox,
people used to accuse that person of having
been “vaccinated with a Victrola needle.”

A camp is not always a cabin
When someone talks of a “camp” in the Adirondacks,
don’t assume they mean a crude cabin.

In the 19th century and well into the 20th, there were
“great camps” in the Adirondacks that would rival
small hotels, with multiple buildings, tennis courts
and other frills that hardly fit in with the idea of
“camping in the woods.” Some of the wealthiest fam-
ilies in America had a “camp” in the Adirondacks
where they would spend a significant part of summer.

The camp where Eddie held his party would likely have
been on the far side of Chazy Lake, a large body of water that would keep them well protected
from prying eyes. It would be unlikely to have electricity, but it would hardly be rustic. (While
some Victrolas had electric motors, most were driven by a spring and were wound up.)

Author’s note: The story of the angry player throwing the money into the fire, and the practice of city visitors buying
fish and game from locals to take home, are taken from experiences of my own friends who worked at these camps.

Students can comment on the story or talk to the author at www.weeklystorybook.com/hooch 21
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Chapter Eight:Chapter Eight:

The WaitingThe Waiting

RoomRoom

Vocabulary
Knowing what these words mean will help

you enjoy the chapter
grazed  infection  

Facts and Details: Literal Meaning

1. Who shot Raymond?

2. Why was Paul still at the farm while everyone else was at the hospital?

3. What are Iréne and Marie-Claire doing?

4. How can the reader tell that Mémé does not speak very much English?

5. Who stays at the hospital overnight to be with Raymond?

What’s Going On? Reading Comprehension

1. Why does Pépé keep saying “To come home from France for this!”

2. Who was Dennis?

3. How can you tell that George feels guilty about being with bootleggers?

4. Why does Kenny say “What difference does it make?”

In your own words...

What do you think Kenny is saying to himself as he sits on the waiting room
floor thinking about things? Write a journal entry that you think Kenny

might write, based on the things he’s thinking about.



Whatever George’s motivation in wanting to make himself useful, Pépé was right:
Mémé did not need anyone to translate for her at Champlain Valley Hospital, where
the nurses were members of the “Gray Nuns,” the Sisters of Mercy, or, as they were
known in their Montreal home, Soeurs de la Charité de Montréal.

The order was founded in Quebec in 1737 by Marguerite d’Youville, a young widow
who, besides raising her two children, took it upon herself to care for the poor, and
who was later appointed director of a hospital in Montreal.

The Gray Nuns (“Soeurs Grises”) were first called that in mockery, because of
their plain clothing and as a pun on a French term for drunkeness, because Sister
Marguerite’s late husband had been a bootlegger, illegally selling liquor to the Indians.
But the sisters adopted the name with pride and they became known throughout
Canada and the US for their efforts in nursing, in education and in social work.

In Plattsburgh, the Gray Nuns were active in the schools and also ran Champlain Valley Hospital. The
nurses there would certainly have spoken good English, but the fact that they were mostly from French
Canada would have been a plus for the French-speaking minority in the area.

By the time the Gray Nuns opened Champlain Valley Hospital in 1910, pioneers like Florence Nightingale
and Clara Barton had made nursing an honorable profession, but in the days of Marguerite d’Youville,
it was not, and many nurses in those days were nuns who saw their job as a humble religious vocation.
Religious women became so dominant in the profession that, in England, senior nurses are still some-
times addressed as “Sister,” though, since more men have entered the profession, it is common now
to refer to them by their formal titles, as “charge nurse” or “patient care coordinator.”

Facts and Details
1. A bootlegger.
2. He was waiting for George and Kenny to get home.
3. Taking care of the little kids.
4. Hélène translates for her, and George mentions it.
5. Mémé and Pépé.

Reading Comprehension
1. Raymond survived the war, but now might die.
2. Kenny’s father.
3. He keeps trying to help the others.
4. Eddie is still a bootlegger, like the person who
shot Raymond.

Answer Key

In the News

Medicine has changed a lot since Raymond
was being treated,
and it is still chang-
ing.

Look through today’s
newspaper and find
examples of new
ways in which peo-
ple’s health and well-
ness is being
changed for the bet-
ter, and ways in which we are attempting to
solve health problems.

“If there is no infection,
no fever, he will be
likely to recover. The
next few days will tell.”

When the doctor says Raymond’s
wounds were “clean” and that
there were “no splinters,” he is
providing some critical medical
information.

It would be another decade before sulfa drugs came on
the market, and nearly another before penicillin would
be used to fight infections. Until then, sewing up the
wound was only one part of the process of saving a life,
and much of the rest was out of the hands of doctors,
who could say only, “The next few days will tell.”

“I speak good enough English and the nuns speak French.”

Students can comment on the story or talk to the author at www.weeklystorybook.com/hooch

Marguerite d’Youville
(1701-1771)

Sir Alexander Fleming,
discoverer of penicillin
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Chapter Nine:Chapter Nine:

HomecomingHomecoming

Facts and Details: Literal Meaning

1. Why will Kenny have to help Raymond get dressed in the morning?

2. What did they have for dessert?

3. Why is the mink or fox able to kill Mémé’s chickens?

4. What will Raymond do for a job now?

5. What change is George making in his life?

What’s Going On? Reading Comprehension

1. What subject does the family avoid discussing until after dinner is over?

2. Why is Raymond reluctant to come back to the farm?

3. Why is Kenny looking forward to living with Paul and Hélène during the week?

4. What does Raymond mean when he says maybe George should be welcomed home?

5. Why does Kenny feel more comfortable playing hide-and-seek with his cousins now?

In your own words...

The story isn’t quite over yet. Kenny still has all the money that Eddie gave him
for working at the party. What do you think he should do with that money?
Write a brief essay explaining what you would do in Kenny’s place, and why.



Facts and Details
1. He only has use of one arm for now.
2. Blueberry pie
3. The dog is too old to protect them.
4. He’ll work on the farm.
5. He’ll no longer be a bootlegger.

Reading Comprehension
1. Raymond’s future
2. He doesn’t think he can work hard enough to
make a contribution.
3. He’d rather go to school in Chazy.
4. He’s glad he is giving up bootlegging.
5. He felt guilty about George’s secret.

Answer Key

In the News

Raymond is making a
change in his life be-
cause he has no
choice. George is also
making a change, but
it is a decision he
wants to make. Find
stories in the paper
about people whose
lives are changing.
Which changes are
necessary, and which
are the result of
choices those people
have made?

Kenny’s new school

Hélène is right that Chazy
had an excellent and well-
known school in 1924. It
was all thanks to William
Miner.

William Miner had grown up
on a Chazy farm, but then
left for the Midwest, where he became a machinist and made
several important inventions for railroads. He returned to Chazy
a very wealthy man and built his old family farm into a show-
place. Then he arranged for 11 one-room schools to combine
into one of the nation’s first “central schools.” In 1919, he built
a beautiful school in which students were taught with the best
techniques, both in college preparation courses and in ad-
vanced agricultural science and other vocational areas. Chazy
Central Rural School was a nationally-known model for school
reform. (Then, in 1926, Miner built Plattsburgh a new hospital.)

The County Fair
The county fair as an annual event is still an im-
portant get-together for people in rural industries
like farming, logging or making maple sugar.

There are fun competitions that show off the best
animals, fruits, vegetables and other farm prod-
ucts, but also fun competitions in a variety of
skills, from baking pies to pulling loads with
horses and oxen.

And the fair is fun, with rides, games and enter-
tainment.

But there is also important business going on at
the county fair, and this was particularly true

back in 1924, when people in rural areas were isolated on their farms and woodlots, without television or
other media to show them important new technologies and ways of doing things. 

These advertisements are from the Plattsburgh Daily Press in 1924, the fair that the Rascoes would be attend-
ing in late August, a few weeks after our final chapter takes place. They talk of having seen a milking machine
at the county fair in the past, and this would be their chance to see just how it works and to talk to the dealer
and get their questions answered. 

Students can comment on the story or talk to the author at www.weeklystorybook.com/hooch 25
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Story Map
Use this story map to outline a chapter of the reading serial.

Chapter Title

Setting Description Characters

Problem/Conflict

Action/ Story Event Action/Story Event

Solution

Ending



Character Profile Chart
Use this chart to develop a character report

At the beginning.......

Character Name Description of Appearance
....... List words......

Description of Personality
....List words......

What is the character’s role
in the story?

Picture of Character

Character reminds me of _______
_______________________________
Why?___________________________
________________________________

In the Middle.......At the end......

What has happened in the
story that has affected this
character? Would you catego-
rize this character as one-di-
mensional or
multi-dimensional?

By the end of the story has the
character changed in any way? How
and why?



Hooch
Vocabulary Acquisition Graphic Organizer

Use this sheet to record new vocabulary you learn while read-
ing the story.

Definition

Target Word

Prefixes

Suffixes

Related Words
(Words with same

root

Root (s)

Synonym (similar

meaning)

Antonym 
(opposite 
meaning)

Directions
1. Place target word in middle
and   use dictionary to record
definition.
Ex. accept

2. List root, prefix and suffix.
(Prefix = ac, which means at or
toward; Root = cept, which
means to grasp, take, or seize)

3. List synonym (permit) and
antonym (decline).

4. Review meaning of prefix and 
suffix and list related words. 
Ex. according, acclimate

Adapted from Gunter, M., Estes, T. & Schwab, J. (2003). Instruction: A Models Approach. Boston, Allyn
and Bacon; copyright Peason Education, Inc.



Jeopardy Sheet
Create your own Jeopardy answers and questions.
Cut out squares, assign values and play with a partner.

The answer is .
The question is

Value $

The answer is 
The question is

Value $

The answer is .
The question is

Value $

The answer is 
The question is

Value $

The answer is .
The question is

Value $

The answer is .
The question is

Value $

The answer is 
The question is

Value $

The answer is 
The question is

Value $



Note-Taking Recording Sheet

Recorder’s Name _____________________________________________

Chapter Title ____________________________________________

Characters mentioned in this chapter _______________________

__________________________________________________________

Main Event/Action _____________________________________

___________________________________________________________

Special terms or interesting words in this chapter ___________

____________________________________________________________

Some feelings I had while I read this chapter_________________

____________________________________________________________

Self-Monitor Checklist for Group Discussion

In today’s discussion, I would give myself the following rating:

1. Excellent 2. Good 3. Needs Improvement    4. Did
not do

_____I completed the note-taking recording sheet.
_____I used the recording sheet during discussion.
_____I contributed to the discussion meaningfully.
_____I listened while others contributed to discussion.
_____I learned while preparing notes.
_____I learned during group discussion.
_____I enjoyed the group discussion.
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From the
Plattsburgh
Daily Press

August 25, 1924
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Advertisement for medicine made
at the drugstore where Frank

Ashline and the other boys talk to
Kenny in Chapter Seven.
Pharmacists often made

prescription medicines and
their own over-the-counter

remedies

Left: Two clippings from the
Plattsburgh Daily Press in the
summer of 1924.

The name “Pok-O-Moonshine”
has nothing to do with home
brew but is a corruption of the
original Indian name for the
mountain. It was a favorite
spot for catching bootleggers
because a long sloping hill
forced their cars to go more
slowly.



NCTE/IRA Standards for the English Language Arts Matrix
The following matrix is based on English Language Arts learning standards set forth by the Na-
tional Council of Teachers of English and the International Reading Association. After creating

your lesson plan for each chapter, note the standards met so you can track which may still need
to be addressed.

ELA Standards 
Students read a wide range of print and non-print texts to build an under-
standing of texts, or themselves, and of the cultures of the United States
and the world; to acquire new information; to respond to the needs and de-
mands of society and the workplace; and for personal fulfillment. Among
these texts are fiction and nonfiction, classic and contemporary works.

Students read a wide range of literature from many periods in many genres
to build an understanding of the many dimensions (e.g., philosophical,
ethical, aesthetic) of human experience.

Students apply a wide range of strategies to comprehend, interpret, evalu-
ate, and appreciate texts. They draw on their prior experience, their inter-
actions with other readers and writers, their knowledge of word meaning
and of other texts, their word identification strategies, and their under-
standing of textual features (e.g., sound-letter correspondence, sentence
structure, context, graphics).

Students adjust their use of spoken, written, and visual language (e.g., 
conventions, style, vocabulary) to communicate effectively with a variety of
audiences and for different purposes.

Students employ a wide range of strategies as they write and use different 
writing process elements appropriately to communicate with different 
audiences for a variety of purposes.

Students apply knowledge of language structure, language conventions,
media techniques, figurative language, and genre to create, critique, and
discuss print and non-print texts.

Students conduct research on issues and interests by generating ideas and
questions, and by posing problems. They gather, evaluate, and synthesize
data from a variety of sources to communicate their discoveries in ways
that suit their purpose and audience.

Students use a variety of technological and information resources to gather
and synthesize information and to create and communicate knowledge.

Students develop an understanding of and respect for diversity in language
use, patterns, and dialects across cultures, ethnic groups, geographic re-
gions, and social roles.

Students participate as knowledgeable, reflective creative, and critical
members of a variety of literacy communities.

Chapters: 

Chapters: 

Chapters: 

Chapters:

Chapters: 

Chapters: 

Chapters: 

Chapters: 

Chapters: 

Chapters: 
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NYS Standards for the English Language Arts and Social Studies Matrix

The following matrix is based on English Language Arts and Social Studies learning
standards set forth by the state. After creating your lesson plan for each chapter, note

the standards met so you can track which may still need to be addressed. 

NYS  ELA Standards 

Students read from informational texts such as: newspapers, 
biographies, web sites, and reference materials.

Students write to transmit information: business letters, direc-
tions, and new articles.

Students listen to interpret data, facts, and ideas. Students listen
to class discussions, newscasts, and presentations.

Students speak to share data, facts, and ideas in small and large
group discussions, and presentations.

Standard 2 English Language Arts

Students read, view, and interpret imaginative texts and perform-
ances.

Students write interpretive and responsive essays.

Students write original imaginative texts, such as: stories.

Students will listen to comprehend, interpret, and respond to
imaginative texts and performances.

Students will speak to present interpretations and responses to
imaginative texts in class and small group discussions, and in formal
presentations

1.1
The study of New York State and United States history requires an
analysis of the development of American culture, its diversity and
multicultural context, and the ways people are unified by many
values, practices and traditions.

1.2
Important ideas, social and cultural values, beliefs, and traditions
from New York State and United States history illustrate the con-
nections and interactions of people and events across time and
from a variety of perspectives.
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NYS Social Studies Standards 

1.3
Study about the major social, political, economic, cultural, and religious de-
velopments in New York State and United States history involves learning
about the important roles and contributions of individuals and groups.

1.4
The skills of historical analysis include the ability to: explain the significance
of historical evidence; with the importance, reliability, and validity of evidence;
understand the concept of multiple causation; understand the importance of
changing and competing interpretations of different historical developments.

2.1
The study of world history requires an understanding of world cultures and
civilizations, including an analysis of important ideas, social and cultural val-
ues, beliefs, and traditions. This study also examines the human condition
and the connections and interactions of people across time and space and the
ways different people view the same event or issue from a variety of perspec-
tives.

4.1
The study of economics requires an understanding of major economic con-
cepts and systems, the principles of economic decision making, and the in-
terdependence of economies and economic systems throughout the world.

4.2
Economics requires the development and application of the skills needed to
make informed and well-reasoned economic decisions in daily and national
life.

5.1
The study of civics, citizenship, and government involves learning about polit-
ical systems; the purposes of government and civic life; and the differing as-
sumptions held by people across time and place regarding power, authority,
governance, and law.

5.2
The state and federal governments established by the Constitutions of the
United States and the State of New York embody basic civic values (such as
justice, honesty, self-discipline, due process, equality, majority rule with re-
spect for minority rights, and respect for self, others, and property), princi-
ples, and practices and establish a system of shared and limited
government.

5.3
Central to civics and citizenship is an understanding or the roles of the citi-
zen within American constitutional democracy and the scope of a citizen’s
rights and responsibilities.

5.4
The study of civics and citizenship requires the ability to probe ideas and as-
sumptions, ask and answer analytical questions, take a skeptical attitude to-
ward questionable arguments, evaluate evidence, formulate rational
conclusions, and develop and refine participatory skills.
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